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Thursday, February 5
8.00 p.m.
Die Walküre;
Singers’ Roundtable,
with Christine Goerke, Johan
Reuter, Dimitry Ivashchenko,
Janina Baechle, Heidi Melton,
conductor Johannes Debus.
(Arts and Letters Club - Great Hall)

Monday, March 30
8.00 p.m.
What It’s Like To Manage An
Opera Company
Olwyn Lewis,
Company Manager of COC
April; TBA
(There will be a guest, as well
as an early start, 7.00 p.m. for
our Annual General Meeting)

TWS web site: www.torontowagner.org
E-mail: torontowagner@yahoo.com

.....In some ways Frye was a natural choice of
speaker. As a youth he had aspired to compose
concertos, and throughout his life he played the
piano, read scores, and listened to music.......
Northtrop Frye and Wagner, by Jean O’Grady
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............................................................................
.....At the beginning of the
music drama, when we hear
Isolde's strongly worded
response to Brangäne's hope
of reaching Cornwall's coast
Nimmermehr! Nicht heut',
noch morgen! / Never! Not
today, not tomorrow!......

Nina Stemme, Brünnhilde

Tristan und Isolde; a strong performance for our age.

by Pierre Couture
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Sunday, May 3
The Music of the Ring and the ...................................................................................................................
Life Cycle of an Audience;
Das Rheingold; Where It All
....As Walther, Johan Botha
Began
sang with attractive tone in
Professor Heath Lees will
describe and illustrate on the
a very long role, and his
piano the themes and their
failsafe technique meant he
changes
was reliable at all times. A
.
physically inert singer, this
This event is co-sponsored by the
COC and will take place at the
Four Seasons.
Further information will be
provided.
Meetings at Arts and Letters Club,
14 Elm St.

was the first time I actually
saw him trying to act by
moving swiftly on stage,
especially in Act 1.....
Johan Botha, Walther von Stolzing
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, December 6, 2014
by Joseph So
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Northtrop Frye and Wagner by
Canadian literary and cultural critic Northrop Frye
addressed the Wagner Society on Parsifal on October 27, 1982.
It was an excellent, informative talk—perhaps some of you
heard it. In some ways Frye was a natural choice of speaker. As
a youth he had aspired to compose concertos, and throughout
his life he played the piano, read scores, and listened to music.
His career as a literary theorist centred on the cultural
importance of the kind of myth that Wagner used. In other
ways, however, he was the most unlikely of Wagner
expounders. As a young man he had a violent antipathy to
Wagner’s music, which he loathed “to the point of physical
nausea.” Reporting on his visits to the Toronto Symphony, he
remarked that “the Wagner programme is over for this year,
thank God.” It is the partial reversal of these views that I wish
to trace here. My quotations are taken from the 30 volumes of
Frye’s recently-completed Collected Works, which include
personal diaries, letters, and notebooks revealing opinions and
thoughts not apparent in his published work.
Frye’s aversion to Wagner in his early years is partly a
generational phenomenon: he was born in 1912, graduated
from university in 1933 (the year Hitler came to power), and of
course lived through World War II. Although the Nazis actually
favoured Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy” as their anthem, the link in
the public mind between Wagner and Hitler, Wagner’s own
anti-Semitism, and the general anti-German sentiment during
the war were enough to cast a miasma over his music. Frye’s
individual tastes were also antipathetic. Bach and Mozart were
his gods. He prized classical structure above all, and as a young
man was hard pressed to see anything of value in Romantic and
later music. In a letter of 1934 he complains about the
formlessness of Beethoven’s last quartets, especially Op. 131:
“considered as a unified work of art, it’s hopeless. . . .This
thing was just a thin thread of beautiful sound all through—no
taking on of form. I feel similarly helpless with all the Wagner
I have heard—that’s one reason why I think Wagner a tonic for
lazy minds.”
Frye’s views on opera itself were also ambivalent. In
1935 he had written an article arguing that opera is so absurd in
its conventions that it is best suited to comedies. With tragic
and serious themes the incongruities grate; it would be better to
conventionalize the genre further and to write oratorios instead,
or to have mimed action on stage and the singers offstage. (He
is still upholding this idea in his Parsifal talk, so his later
description of Wagner’s operas as “fermented oratorios” is not
entirely derogatory.) In the 1935 article he recognizes that
Wagner with his theory of through-composition at least fought
against the tendency for opera to break down into isolated
arias. He pays him a backhanded compliment for his innovative
place in the history of opera: “so completely did he shatter the
opera that it is now in a state of decadence from which it can
never be rescued.”
Frye never became a wholehearted fan of Wagner. In a
notebook dating from around 1986, for instance, Wagner
features on a list along with Heidegger, Spengler, Jung and
others, “all people of great importance: every one a kraut

Jean O’Grady

clunkhead as dumb as the beer barrels in Munich.” But he did
manage to distance himself from the Nazi connection. He came
to recognize that Wagner’s Ring condemns the abuse of power:
“in Wagner’s general scheme, Hitler would not be Siegfried but
Alberich.” In his book on Milton (1965), discussing the
misinterpretation that sees Satan as the hero of Milton’s
Paradise Lost, he remarks that the same thing happens with
Wagner: “there are demonic elements portrayed in Wagner that
some very evil people have found, as many have found Satan,
irresistibly attractive.”
Frye also came to realize that Wagner’s libretti could
be central to his own concerns. His main contribution to
literary theory, Anatomy of Criticism (1957), developed the
idea that all literary works could be seen as parts of one giant
structure, an archetypal imaginative form that humankind is
constructing as a vision and goal. Frye “anatomized” or
dissected this literary universe in various ways, for instance in
terms of story shapes, repeated patterns of imagery, and genre.
In the Anatomy there are only incidental references to Wagner:
his floods and fires provide examples of archetypal imagery;
the blossoming rod in Tannhäuser is linked to “tree of life”
imagery, and so on. But later Frye began to contemplate
studying Wagner’s overall mythic pattern. He thought of
having a chapter on Wagner in a book in the 1970s that never
got written. He noted “here comes Levy-Strauss saying that
Wagner was the first person to make a structural analysis of
folk tale, in the Ring anyway, only he did it in music, as I wish
I could do myself” (1972). Frye believed that the myths and
archetypes are not giant, shadowy forms in some primitive
collective unconscious, but rather are conscious entities
elaborated and communicated through culture. The full
meaning of a myth is found in the work of artists who bring out
and deepen what is potential in it. “If you find fragments of a
huge myth in primitive times, the process that put it all together
is most likely to be in Shakespeare or Wagner or someone
producing a waking dream for conscious minds” (1986).
This putting-together was what Frye was doing on a
theoretical level in his books. I have often thought that Die
Meistersinger would have been a wonderful text for him. Even
as a Wagner-hating young man he enjoyed hearing the prelude
to this opera, calling it a “gorgeous showpiece for a visiting
conductor”—understandably, given its brilliant fugal qualities.
Die Meistersinger is a comedy in Frye’s sense of exhibiting the
classic comedic shape, which he thought more complete and
profound than tragedy. Containing a potential tragedy within it
(such as Sachs’ love for Eva), comedy circles through dark
moments to an upturn, where the community is typically
reunited through a feast, marriage, or dance. On the CBC
program “Music in my Life,” Frye’s opera selections were both
comedies, from The Magic Flute, his favourite opera, and from
Verdi’s Falstaff. “The greatest single moment in opera for me
outside of Mozart,” he told host Ian Alexander, “is that Finale
of Verdi’s Falstaff, the great fugue at the end.” The quintet in
Act 3 of Die Meistersinger is at least as lovely and as intricate.
Walther’s prize song is archetypal to a fault, with its dream of
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Eve in paradise, its morning and wondrous apple tree, all sung
on Midsummer’s Day. And finally, the theme of the
importance of art in society is Frye’s own central theme, the
motivation for all his writing.
However, Frye’s talk on Parsifal turned out to be his
only occasion to study closely Wagner’s relation to the
mythical tradition. On this hundredth anniversary of the first
performance of the opera in 1882, the Wagner Society had
arranged for two talks, the first by David Stanley-Porter
covering musical and dramatic elements, and the second by
Frye. I have only space to mention the highlights, but the
speech can be read in vol. 17 of his Collected Works,
Northrop Frye’s Writings on the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Centuries. In brief, Frye discerns three main patterns in the
work. First is a fertility and nature-myth that he saw as the
underlying pattern for all mythology: a circle with the four
quadrants of spring, summer, fall, and winter, returning to
rebirth in the next spring. Wagner “gives us a powerful sense,
especially in the Good Friday music of the third act, of an
immemorial revival of nature pushing its way through winter
to spring.” Second is the Christian story of redemption, which
can be visualized as a similar circle. Many myths dramatize
the quest of the hero, who, like Christ harrowing hell,
descends to a near-death experience but returns triumphant.
Parsifal’s quest is partly an internal, Freudian one, in which he
descends into his own unconscious. In the Klingsor scene “he
meets…the ghost of his mother Herzeleide, whom he has,
unknown to himself, violated, that is killed, as he has broken
her heart by leaving her.” As an external quest to redeem the
Grail knights, it is linked to the story of the hero who must
bring rebirth to a waste land ruled by an aged and impotent
king. Frye’s description of the moribund condition of the Grail
knights (so irritating to Nietzsche) is masterly: “Amfortas is in
mortal agony, longing for death, until almost the last moment
of the drama; Titurel speaks from a tomb in the first act and is
buried in the third; Kundry, who practically has to be dug out

of the ground at the beginning of the third act, also longs for
the death she finally gets; Gurnemanz seems old and tired
even at the beginning, and proportionally more so at the end.”
“A group of sick and dying puppets” indeed. The quest ends
significantly on Good Friday rather than Easter Sunday, “less
a resurrection than a harrowing of hell,” with the
transfiguration and rebirth of the community anticipated
mainly by the concluding music.
Third and most important is the theme of
renunciation, whether of the world of illusion as in Buddhism
or the world of will as in Schopenhauer. At the end of the
Ring, as the age of gods gives way to the age of humanity,
Frye sees Wagner as questioning what kind of man would
deserve to succeed the gods, and Parsifal as providing the
answer. This is a Christian one, where patience, endurance,
and simplicity are more valued than the warlike qualities of
the Ring hero. It’s touching that Frye associates Parsifal with
one of his favourite poems, Milton’s Paradise Regained,
which concerns Christ’s temptation by Satan in the
wilderness. Both are non-dramatic because the main action is
a non-action, refusal and the resisting of temptation. Frye’s
somewhat enigmatic title, “The World as Music and Idea in
Wagner’s Parsifal,” alludes to Schopenhauer’s belief that
music is the primary language of the world of will (the world
he thinks we need to renounce). At the end Frye speaks of
how Wagner’s music expands “into a much larger vision of
humanity led by its own inner nature to rise toward some
infinite power which is both itself and not itself, an effort
neither quixotic nor hopeless because the infinite power has
already descended to meet it.” He pays Wagner the
compliment of suggesting that this makes him wonder
whether music is not just the language of the will but the
primary language of the spirit. This is a typical Frye belief,
but its association with an opera of Wagner’s would have
seemed, fifty years ago, little short of miraculous.

REMINDER
Members who still have not paid their
membership fee for the 2014-15 season
receive this issue with a prominent
YELLOW DOT on the label.
Please send your cheque to:
!
!
TORONTOWAGNER SOCIETY
Richard Horner, Treasurer
197 Northwood Drive
North York, ON M2M 2J5
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NEWS
AND
COMMENTS
Bayreuth: New developments,
changes and long term plans.
Jonathan Meese will not direct Parsifal in 2016. Katharina
Wagner’s choice has been controversial, to say the least, since
the beginning, for Meese has a deserved reputation of
provocateur, an infamous artist, a painter, sculptor, installation
and performance artist, notorious for his use of swastikas and
Hitler salutes in performances, and while known for his
shenanigans he has no experience in opera.
According to the official version the reason for this
uncommon decision is one of affordability. Festival’s
commercial director, Heinz-Dieter Sense said:”Substantial
financing problems emerged from the very beginning with
regard to the planned stage sets and costumes. The available
budget would have been substantially overrun. And this is not
acceptable.”
Meese’s reaction? “Bayreuth has long ceased to be about
Art. It’s all now about self-preservation, power and the
struggle against declining relevance.” And:”Meese has not
failed Wagner but Bayreuth has failed Meese.”
Meese has been described in the past in Wagner News. His
present and future acts will not surprise anyone.
I am sorry, in a way, that I will never know what he
had in store for us. I was awaiting it with dread but also with
morbid curiosity.

Kirill Petrenko, the conductor of the Castorf Ring, and in
great part responsible for some positive reception of it, has
announced that he will conduct the Ring one more year, 2015,
but the remaining run will be conducted by Marek Janowski,
since 2002 the head of Berlin Radio Symphony orchestra.
Janowski is well known and well respected. His older
recording of the tetralogy, created in 1980-83 in the DDR,
with Staatskapelle Dresden, is still regarded as a classic. He
stepped back from the opera scene in 1990’s to concentrate on
German symphonic repertoire. Now, with this appointment he
is back and in a grand style.
This halfway change of horses has become necessary because
Petrenko is the Music Director of the Bavarian State Opera in
Munich, well known for their annual Music Festival.
The new production in 2015 is Katharina Wagner’s staging
of Tristan, with Christian Thielemann on the podium.
A Lohengrin, continues, conducted by a young, Paris born,
Alain Altinoglu.
New Meistersinger, in 2017, will be conducted by Phillipe
Jordan and directed by Barry Kosky. Michael Volle will be
Hans Sachs, Johannes Martin Känzle, Beckmesser, Klaus
Florian Vogt, Stolzing, and Eva, the Bulgarian soprano,
awarded Austrian title of Kammersängerin in 2009,
Krassimira Stoyanova.
New Lohengrin in 2018 to be directed by Alvis Hermanis,
with Thielemann conducting. Roberto Alagna has been chosen
for the title role.There is still speculation that Anna Netrebko
will sing Elsa.
For long term plans, in 2020, Katharina Wagner will NOT
direct a new Ring. However, her presence in Bayreuth is
assured until 2020, after the board of directors renewed her
contract as the sole director of Bayreuther Festspiele.

MET’s Meistersinger

Jonathan Meese in one of his more innocent poses.

A short time after this cancellation, Bayreuth announced the
name of the director who will take on the 2016 Parsifal. He is
Uwe Eric Laufenberg, at present the director of the State
Theater in Wiesbaden. Katharina Wagner explained it
thus:”His concept provides a demanding and theatrically
compelling interpretation of the work which can also be
implemented organizationally, and technically and
financially”.

What purports to be the last revival of the Otto Schenk’s
production of Meistersinger at the Met w
as a strange experience, indeed. Celebrating two heroes of the
past, James Morris of many roles but remembered by me
chiefly as the Wotan, here in the role of Hans Sachs, and
James Levine who could do no wrong for so long, now
received with affection usually reserved for an old uncle or a
grandpa.
Although there was a number of empty seats, an effect
apparently common for the whole Met repertory, it was in
great part a new audience, younger one, that laughed
unabashed at the perhaps not cheap but cheapened by a long
usage,
jokes. A new generation of opera goers avid for
literal representation that places no demands on the viewer
save those implanted by the author, in this case Richard
Wagner.
So perhaps it is a new audience but some things never
change. The Act 2 gingerbread, sugarcoated facades of story

book Nürnberg, straight out of Brothers Grimm, still generate
spontaneous applause. It may be a new audience but bad taste
is the same. Like the Munich’s Rosenkavalier production, also
a Schenk version, premiered in 1972 and revived periodically
to full houses with no intention to close, this Meistersinger
could have ran indefinitely, if so permitted.
The New York’s Otto Schenck legacy, the Met Ring and the
Meistersinger, are thankfully laid to rest.
The two Jameses, Morris and Levine, were the most
applauded, in great part, I assume, for old times sake - they
could do no wrong. It is heart warming for sentimental reasons
and should not necessarily be mistaken for appreciation of
quality.

Christine Goerke in Detroit’s Elektra.
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Christine Goerke who will sing Brünnhilde in COC Die
Walküre, was Elektra in the Detroit production.in October
2014.
Here, TWS members, Richard Rosenman, Frances Henry
and Joseph So greet her at the post performance reception.

The Wagner Society of New York’s

hosted
seminar on Meistersinger, took place on the Sunday following
the December 6th performance. The two highlights were a
round table with James Morris (Hans Sachs), Annette Dasch
(Eva), and Johan Botha (Walter von Stolzing) and moderated
by Robert J.Sweeney, and a talk by Donald Palumbo, the
Metropolitan Opera Chorus Master.
Morris talked at length about Sachs. For years he did not like
the opera and did not know the role. It was the last one he
learned and now it is his favourite.
Inevitably, the moderator asked for their opinions on non
traditional productions. The two men launched into horror
stories about theatre directors who could not read music, some
of whom consulted CD librettos during rehearsals, others, first
time in opera, who concentrate on movement and words as if
music did not exist, who have no idea of music that comes
between the words. Johan Botha showed himself to be the
more radical of the two, more angry than impassioned, more
than in defense of the traditional, in attack on the defiers of the
tradition. His contempt for the alleged directorial excesses
extended to modern art, in general. It has been a long time
since I heard that “my two year old can do better” type of
statement when referred to painters. All this, I must say,
accompanied with sympathetic noises from most of the
audience. Both had felt that in many cases the singer knew
more than the director while both expected that the director
should know more than the singer.
Annette Dasch, bravely in the circumstances, came in
defense of originality, new ideas and renovation of stale
interpretations. She was alone in her position and conscious of
it.The audience was respectful of her convictions but remained
silent.
Asked about the Schenck’s Meistersinger, the two men both
stated how comfortable they felt in their roles and how in the
right place in this faithful to original instructions production.
Asked about Levine, all three expressed themselves in
religious tones, as expected, this tacitly accepted by the
seminar audience.Interestingly, Morris’s speaking voice was tenor while
Botha’s was baritone.
Donald Palumbo gave a down to earth account of how the
chorus works, the mechanics of moving around a crowd of
singers that in some productions may reach 150 people, while
the audience hears nothing but the beautiful music they
produce.

Photo Joseph So

Directors take the stage: DEBATING
REGIEOPER
January 17, at Walter Hall
Opening the proceedings was a 40 minute talk by Linda and
Michael Hutcheon with a suggestive title Euro-trash or Eurotreasure. Basically a brief history of how we arrived at the
present day prominence of director in an opera production.
Although they refrained from the outright declaration of
partisanship, they did come out on the side of Regieoper,
Further, “Getting Theatrical: The Stakeholders Debate”, a
panel of two young directors, a professor, a critic and a singer,
chaired by William Germano of Cooper Union, allowed each
participant to declare their position and defend it. In balance
all but the singer positioned themselves with different grades
of conviction on the side of Regieoper, while the singer, being
lower in the stage power hierarchy, cautiously kept his feet in
both camps.
After a break, Wayne Gooding interviewed the two
participants in the upcoming COC production of Don
Giovanni, Russell Braun, the Don, and Dmitri Tcherniakov,
the director, there presumably due to his reputation for
sometimes outrageous visions. Tcherniakov speaking through
an interpreter was given inordinate amount of time, which he
used to present his ideas. He was voluble, passionate and
funny. He did not defend his work since nobody attacked it.
Russell Braun was in a difficult position facing his director.
The audience was encouraged to ask questions in both panel
discussions. There was a number of TWS members in the half
full auditorium.
In balance, the opinions we heard were solidly on the side of
Regieoper.
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Dresden Richard Strauss Days; November 2014
Dresden had always a close relationship with Richard Wagner - he was its kapellmeister in his younger days
and three of his operas had there their premiere - but it had even a closer one with Richard Strauss. Seven out of Strauss’s thirteen
operas premiered there, and he conducted innumerable performances of the Dresden Staatskapelle.. While giving Wagner his due, it
is for Strauss that Dresden mounts a music Festival at any excuse. This time it was the 150’s anniversary of his birth.
Four TWS members attended this year. There were five evenings dedicated to Strauss, of which three were operas. Below are some
comments on what they have seen.
Richard Rosenman

ARABELLA
Music Director- Christian Thielemann; Staging- Florentine
Klepper; Graf Waldner- Albert Dohmen; Adelaide- Gabriele
Schnaut; Arabella- Anja Harteros; Zdenka- Hanna-Elisabeth
Müller; Mandryka- Thomas Hampson; Matteo- Daniel Behle;
It was comforting to see a traditional staging of Arabella,
with a clever set of laterally moving rooms of the Waldner
hotel in the first act, allowing us to spy on the goings on in the
family as the action moved from one room to another.
This co-production with Salzburg came to Dresden with one
change - Renée Fleming’s Arabella was aptly replaced by
Anja Harteros, in my mind the number one Marschallin and
number one Kaiserin of the day, replacing a long line of past
pretenders to that throne, like Gundula Janowitz, Lucia Popp,
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and others. A tall, handsome woman
with the proper bearing for this role, dignity and authority,
Harteros’ beautiful tone was there, a fond memory of all the
other roles I have seen her in, in her home opera in Munich. In
any other company she would be outstanding; here she was
so, and more - not an easy task with such an exceptional group
of singers.
Thomas Hampson, in this surprising role of Mandryka,
moved with a grace and discipline that belied his required
country bumpkinness. Mandryka is different - here we could
not feel sorry for him or be embarrassed. Despite the reports
of voice problems they did not show here.

Zdenka was a match for her sister, in both singing and
acting, boyish as required until we heard her glorious voice;
the duet was unforgettable. Graf Waldner, a portrait not a
caricature, of their single minded father.
For Adelaide, Arabella’s mother, Gabriele Schnaut was
taken out of mothballs, dusted off and fitted in, one suspects
with deliberation, so patently out of company was she here.
Played buffo she turned out to be to the advantage of all other
singers, hilariously squally and with ocean wide wobble.
Intentionally or not, her presence made all the other singers
sound, in contrast, even better.
This traditional production was well received by the
Dresden audience of predominantly elderly people. On both
sides of me sat two mummified ladies, rapt and immobile
throughout, smelling of face powder and scented soap. They
came to life at the end to applaud enthusiastically, especially
to honour Thielemann, who is loved here by all. Invariably, he
got always the biggest cheer. Audiences are reserved here they do not much shout their approval and do not stand up to
emphasize that approval, presumably out of consideration for
people behind. In contrast to our Toronto audiences who jump
to their feet for every Jack and Jill, hooting no matter who
sang or what or how.
Christian Thielemann conducted with his eyes on the singer,
following rather than imposing. But it must be easy in the
Semperoper - the orchestra can play Strauss without
rehearsals, if need be, and they still play some of it from the
original Strauss scores, rebound again and again. That is
tradition.

Anja Harteros, Arabella; Hanna Elisabeth Müller, Zdenka; Photo: Matthias Creutzinger
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DAPHNE
Musical director: Omer Meir Wellber
Daphne- Marjorie Owens; Leukippos- Ladislav Elgr; ApolloLance Ryan
One of the excuses, or raisons d’etre, of Regietheater is the
wish to make new of the perceived as hackneyed or worn out
by over exposure, classical opera productions. If this
reasoning is applied to the Dresden production of Daphne, it
is difficult to justify, in that, so infrequently staged, opera. If,
on the other hand, the reason was to improve on the weak
libretto of Joseph Gregor, the successor by necessity to Hugo
von Hoffmannstahl, it did not achieve its intention. On the
contrary, it muddled the straightforward tale from Greek
mythology, as found in Metamorphosis of Ovid, by placing it
in the Nazi period, with all the comic book tableaux of grim
storm troopers aiming their rifles at cowering nymphs, with
visual references to the Holocaust, camp inmates, and all such
tired symbolism.
The short story: Daphne loves Leukippos, Leukippos loves
Daphne, Apollo wants Daphne, Daphne does not; Apollo kills
Leukippos and in a fit of divine generosity forgives Daphne
for nothing and grants her wish to be turned into a laurel tree,
one with Nature, forever.
The director, Torsten Fischer, made use of the true story of
Sophie Scholl, a member of the White Rose group, a nonviolent resistance group in Nazi Germany, eventually arrested
and guillotined.
For non German speakers, the text of a quote from Sophie
Scholl projected on the curtain could not clarify the ensuing
proceedings on the stage as it did for the natives. We missed
most of the meaning of the action except for the most blatant
and self evident and it was left to us to
concentrate in abstract on the staging,
acting, singing and the playing of the
Staatskapelle.
Daphne, sung by American soprano
Marjorie Owens, a member of the
Semperoper’s Ensemble, as were all
others with the exception of guest,
Lance Ryan, dominated the orchestra
with her clarion voice, though she was
hardly convincing as the 20 year old
heroine, even less so in her dowdy,
unbecoming dress.
Apollo, who desires Daphne, comes to
earth in disguise, here a Nazi military
uniform and in that uniform and with his
blond hair he certainly looks the part.
This is the same Lance Ryan who sang
this role some four years ago in
Frankfurt without all the paraphernalia
of evil in a production apparently loved
by all. The same Lance Ryan who sang
Siegfried in Bayreuth only few months

earlier and who sounds in this role of Apollo exactly the
same. Whatever shortcomings he was blamed for in Bayreuth
he could be blamed equally here, the quasi shouting, the wide
wobble at the top, the lack of legato. Still, he was lauded by
most reviewers, including this one, for he easily dealt with the
exigencies of this extremely demanding role, with all the high
notes effortlessly reached.

The set by Herbert Schäfer was of utmost simplicity, fitting
the bare outlines of a plot. In the second part of the action, a
set of steps across the whole stage, ascending, a way for the
nymphs shedding their outer vestments thus turning into
concentration camp victims in their grey garb, led by
uniformed Nazis to their doom with exasperating slowness. A
giant, tilted, back mirror sent back an image of the now
prostrate prisoners, visually constructing a giant laurel tree.
The story, even if perceived in its grand mis-design,
remained cryptic in details. The climax, the conversion into a
laurel tree, was adapted to Mr. Fischer’s idea - as the curtain
fell there was an image of a tree canopy where the prisoners
were leaves and of which Daphne, in a brighter colour, was
just another one.
The music of Strauss’s so called middle period, lyrical at
times but mostly rolling along evenly, avoided grand gestures;
it was Strauss to its core. It might sound monotonous if
listened to on a disc. In the opera house both the conductor
and Mr. Fischer made sure it was not.
At the end a few timid boos, presumably directed at the
staging and the director. After all, such references here carry
an extra and specific weight.

Marjorie Owens, Daphne sprouting...
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CAPRICCIO
Conductor- Christian Thielemann; Staging and set designMarco Arturo Marelli; Countess Madelaine- Reneé Fleming;
The Count- Christoph Pohl; Flamand- Steve Davislim;
Olivier- Adrian Erod; La Roche- Georg Zeppenfeld; ClaironDaniela Sindram
It was all about Reneé Fleming and Christian Thielemann.
“Prima le parole, dopo la musica”, or is it “Prima la musica,
dopo le parole”?
An unresolved competition between a poet and a composer,
as well as an unresolved contest for the heart of the Countess.
The last Strauss opera written almost as an afterthought, with a
libretto by Clemens Krauss and Strauss himself, with a subtitle
that says it all - “A dialogue play for music in one act”.
Interestingly, Strauss meant to write the libretto himself, to
fulfill at least partly the meaning of “first the words, then the
music”. Dismissed often and unfairly as “just” a conversation,
it is intimate, impassioned, wistful and ultimately sad, closed
by Countess’s heart-rending Schlusszene, Fleming’s favourite
scene and one that affects her most.
Although there were many reservations heard about this
work and its staging, Capriccio is a gem; although the least
anticipated in this Festival it has proven to be a moving
closure to the Days, oddly satisfying despite the gripes one
may have had about it.
Reneé Fleming has what it takes to be a Strauss heroine radiance at the top, womanly warmth in the middle. I did not
hear failing voice; her recent decision to retire in three years
must be more in order to preserve the voice than any other
consideration.
The nearly flawless cast was a perfect background for the
star. It is her signature role, and one that has many antecedents

Renée Fleming, Contessa

to serve as a comparison - this role has been sung in its history
by some of the most charismatic voices. While still possessing
the unmistakable timbre, at once recognizable, still dripping
honey in the lyrical sections, the only criticism I could level is
her diction in the exchanges with the two competing artists,
the poet and the composer. I would not notice it if it weren’t
for the contrast with the rest of the cast who, without
exception, made the surtitles unnecessary, so perfect was their
diction.
The principal criticism leveled against this production was
and is the stage set. Was, for it was first used 21 years ago, and
I still remember it from the 1998 Dresden Strauss Festival. It
is a modernist white space, glass and metal, sparsely furnished
with blue chairs, a light green harpsichord, and the most
important mirrors, all this strongly contrasted with the rich
period costumes, flamboyant wigs and similar. As such I found
it simple and to the point and curious why it was kept all these
years if no one liked it. There were, though, two practical
problems - a red curtain closing off half of the stage and the all
important mirror to which the Countess appeals - it reflected
stage lights into the eyes of part of the audience, mine
included.
The cynical Clairon, an actress and a foil to the sentimental
Countess, maintained her place with poise and energetic
authority in a clear counterbalance to the star. The three men
were convincing in their roles and much more than just above
reproach in their singing. The beautiful baritone of La Roche/
Georg Zeppenfeld stood out. We have already singled him out
in Capriccio where he had a secondary role.
At the end, the Countess, torn between the two, could not
choose. And the mirror she consulted, the prime element for
the resolution of the conundrum, was a failed ultimate arbiter.
Cappriccio turned out to be a noble and sentimental closure to
Strauss’s operatic output as well to this festival.
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Tristan und Isolde; a

strong performance for our age.
by Pierre Couture

At the beginning of the music drama, when we
hear Isolde's strongly worded response to Brangäne's hope of
reaching Cornwall's coast, Nimmermehr! Nicht heut', noch
morgen! / Never! Not today, not tomorrow!, we are certainly
in the presence of a determined and frightening character who
is upset and furious. In this powerful revival of the 2009
Christof Loy's production at the the Royal Opera House shared with Houston Opera -"the reigning Isolde of our
day" (in the words of the English critics) Nina Stemme, uses
her powerful voice at full throttle to state clearly the fate of
the heroine, in a sort of hallucinating mood helped by the very
minimalist setting. Her fury at the loss of Morold and a certain
shame of facing Tristan, and eventually King Marke, are so
powerfully sung in the Act 1, that one wonders how she will
manage to sing the Liebestod four hours later! Yet, she
produces the most beautiful soft tones when dealing with
some of her mixed feelings towards Tristan. Having heard her
first in Zürich in her debut in the role back in 2008, in London
in 2009, in Munich in 2011 and in Houston in 2013, I fully get
the feeling that her interpretation of the part has deepened; in
addition to maintaining the vocal powers, there is a definite
sense of better understanding the obsessive psychology of the
character with attention to some important details. At the end
of the second performance I saw in London, her Liebestod
with that huge orchestra was so powerful and solid that, from
the first row of the balcony, I wondered if the sound was
miked!
And this time around, she has a strong Tristan, Stephen
Gould, who can match her intensity and vocal powers, albeit
not always with the most beautiful tone. The passaggio in the
head voice at the beginning of their Act 2 love duet, so
difficult for many tenors, was delivered with difficulty at the
performance of December 8th, but beautifully sung on
December 17th. Later on, during the duet, when he sings that
line Lass' mich sterben! / Let me die!, one senses that he is far
from being dead! At that point, Antonio Pappano, who had
started with one of the most lyrical preludes I heard in recent
years, delivers the sweeping magic that magnificently
supports our hero's vocal prowess. Personally, when it comes
to Wagner, the music is paramount for me, and it is such a
luxury to experience voices that can match it. Sarah Connolly,
our Brangäne, a great singer in some other repertoire, was
highly praised by the English audience and the critics alike;
personally, I thought that she was at times vocally weak, and
not always a good match to an Isolde with such strong lower
register. However, she chatted with a few of us after the
performance of December 8th and made a point of stressing
twice that she loves working with Pappano, and Stemme. She
mentioned the great harmony that reigned amongst the cast,
and it certainly showed. She sounded somewhat elusive about
the Director Loy; he was asked about the raison d'être of
some staging details, and all he could answer was: I like it...
As with many modern productions, this staging did not
please everyone back in 2009 and still remains controversial,

because the action is located throughout mostly on the left
side where many of the patrons cannot see the action.
Fortunately, with that in mind, I booked my tickets for both
performances (December 8th and 17th, 2014) on the right
hand side of the auditorium where some lights were beaming
on the singers, projecting their silhouettes on that gigantic
wall on the left side. Reflecting their inner feelings and
agressivity, the projected size of the singers became a strong
part of the theatricality in this ageless drama.
Needless to add, the costumes are not medieval looking; they
are mostly black with the exception of Brangäne’s who wears
some more colorful modern clothing in contrast with the rest
of the characters; during the first scene of Act 2, as a signal of
possible rapprochement and the single purpose between Isolde
and Brangäne, the director has the heroine strip the outer
clothes off the maid to reveal underneath another black dress
similar to her own !
During the Act 1, the front part of the stage, where the
encounters between Tristan, Isolde, Kurwenal and Brangäne
take place, is completely bare and a large curtain divides the
stage in two parts with the lower back part reflecting what was
happening in the background, so to speak, between the various
protagonists, at times in frozen motion, setting the fate of our
heroes. Pulled automatically or sometimes by singers, this
giant dividing curtain hid the approaching wedding banquet
attended by King Marke and the scene of Melot's intrigues.
The inner drama was always unveiled in the front part where
the singers performed in their own, personal world.
At 68 years old, Sir John Tomlinson, a veteran singing actor,
having lost a lot of his vocal powers, was negatively judged
by the critics; my contrarian view is that, visually and
theatrically, he was a strong King Marke who certainly looked
the part, particularly when watched live. Of course, his
rendition of the second act's big aria would most likely sound
weak when heard on the radio broadcast but was riveting
when watched on stage.
My next Tristan performance will be in Zürich on the 7th
February 2015, once again with Stephen Gould and Nina
Stemme.
Stephen Gould, Tristan, with some of the cast
Photo by Pierre Couture
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Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg; Metropolitan Opera, December 6th 2014
by Joseph So
Given that European opera houses have essentially stopped staging traditional productions of Die Meistersinger, the Metropolitan
Opera’s 20-year old Otto Schenk production is virtually the only one left, and much loved by its audience. The antithesis of
Regieoper, everything in this show is literally presented, very pretty to look at but interpretively neutral. That seems to be enough
for the Met attendees I spoke with on December 6th. Some of them made a point of telling me how much they hated “Eurotrash.”
With their revered James Levine at the helm and a strong if imperfect cast on stage, this Meistersinger, while not a performance for
the ages, was solid and enjoyable, with a few individually brilliant performances.
I admit I wasn’t thrilled when it was announced that Johan Reuter (Wotan in the current COC Die Walküre) had withdrawn as
Sachs, and some of the performances would be taken over by veteran bass James Morris. No doubt a great Wotan and Sachs a
quarter century ago, but how does Morris sound now, at 67? Remarkably, Morris more than survived a very long evening that
started at 6 pm and finished at 10 minutes after midnight with his reputation as an eminent Wagnerian intact. No, it wasn’t perfect the voice rather dry, the top effortful, and he was close to running on empty approaching the end of Act 3. But he husbanded his
resources wisely and enough remained to allow him a creditable performance. In fact his mature looks and inward, understated
acting was an advantage – his Fliedermonolog was suitably poetic. As Walther, Johan Botha sang with attractive tone in a very long
role, and his failsafe technique meant he was reliable at all times. A physically inert singer, this was the first time I actually saw him
trying to act by moving swiftly on stage, especially in Act 1. German soprano Annette Dasch was a visually believable Eva, but
vocally she wasn’t at her best, sounding cautious all night and without a solid trill in the Quintet.
The finest singing of the evening came from the supporting cast, with Johannes Martin Kränzle as an outstanding Beckmesser.
Slim and handsome of bearing, Kränzle sang with beauty of tone and his acting was as noble as the role would allow, completely
free of caricature. Equally fine was the American tenor Paul Appleby, whose beautiful Mozart tenor and excellent top made
David’s rather tedious Act 1 recitation of the rules an actual vocal highlight. As Magdalena, Scottish mezzo Karen Cargill offered
rich tone, albeit looking a bit matronly for the youthful David. The one true weak link in the cast was the rough-sounding Night
Watchman of baritone Matthew Rose. The last scene of Act 3 in this Otto Schenk production, with the gorgeous meadow, the
entrance of the masters, and of course the nobility of the music (robustly sung by the Met Chorus) always brings a lump in my
throat. This performance was no exception, never mind the contentious Sachs’ monolog about German culture under attack by
foreign elements – it’s best not to go there given the current political climate in Europe. The nocturnal mayhem at the end of Act 2
was beautifully staged although I missed the pillow fights. James Levine conducted sitting down and didn’t go onstage for the
curtain call. Frankly I don’t feel he has quite the prowess on the podium from a few years ago, but the audience loved him anyway.
I was told that the assistant conductor was by his side throughout a performance and ready to take over at any time if the maestro
falters. His tempo was very slow on Dec. 6th, coming in at around 6 hours 10 minutes. On the broadcast/Met in HD, he was a
relatively speedy 5 hours 58 minutes.
As a postlude, listening to the broadcast performance a week later gave me a somewhat different impression. With the same cast
(except Michael Volle instead of Morris) and without the visual elements (I chose not to go the Met in HD), I became more aware
how hard the singers were working. Given its inordinate length, all the principals sounded tired at the end, including Botha and his
iron vocal cords. The perfect vocalism I heard just a week earlier from Kränzle and Appleby were not quite so fresh over the
airwaves. It really goes to show that perhaps opera is best experienced live and in the opera house.
FROM LEFT:
Johannes Martin KränzleBeckmesser;
James Morris- Hans Sachs
Annette Dasch - Eva;
Johan Botha - Walther von
Stolzing
Paul Appleby - David

Photo: Joseph So
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JANUARY - MAY 2015

Listings correct

to December 2014. For further information check
with opera companies via:www.operabase.com
Das Liebesverbot
Leipzig; 28 Feb. - 23 May
Der fliegende Holländer
Tokyo; 18 - 31 Jan.
Dusseldorf; 23 Jan. - 13 Feb.
Budapest; 30 Jan. - 7 Feb.
London; 5 - 24 Feb.
Honolulu; 13 - 17 Feb.
Brno; 27 Feb. - 19 May
Dresden; 14 Mar. - 13 May
Saarbrucken; 25 Mar. - 22 May
Kiel; 2 Apr. - 29 May
Washington; 7 - 21 Apr.
Marseille; 21 - 29 Apr.
NP
Caen; 28 - 30 Apr.
Luxembourg; 9 - 11 May NP
Hannover; 8 Mar. CP
Valencia; 28 Mar. CP
Lohengrin
Rennes; 31 Jan. - 6 Feb. NP
Weimar; 8 Feb. - 19 Apr.
Bucarest; 13 Feb. - 1 Mar.
Oslo; 8 Mar. - 11 Apr.
Wiesbaden; 15 Mar. - 24 May
Vilnius; 19 Mar. - 24 Apr.
Duisburg; 11 Apr. - 14 May
Berlin; 19 - 25 Apr.
Rouen; 13 - 19 May
Tannhäuser
Hamburg; 17 Jan.
Berlin DO; 8 - 15 Feb.
Chicago; 9 Feb. - 6 Mar.
Prague; 15 Mar. - 28 Apr.
Berlin UDL; 2 - 5 Apr.
Meiningen; 3 Apr. - 25 May
Wels; 20 - 22 May
Bielefeld; 31 May
NP
Leipzig; 31 May
Das Rheingold
Budapest; 21 - 28 Mar.
Die Walküre
Toronto; 31 Jan. - 22 Feb.
Essen; 21 Feb. - 8 Mar.
Houston; 18 Apr. - 3 May
Mannheim; 26 Apr. - 25 May
Siegfried
Barcelona; 11 - 23 Mar.
Nürnberg; 8 Apr. - 25 May NP

The Ring
Leipzig; 17 Jan. 2 C
Dessau; 30 Jan. 4 C
Linz; 13 Feb. 3 C NP
München; 20 Feb. 4 C
Wien; 16 May, 2 C

NP

Please renew
your membership
for 2014-2015.

Der Ring an 1 Abend
Milwaukee; 15 - 31 May
Erfurt; 23 May

Mail to:
TORONTOWAGNER
SOCIETY
Richard Horner, Treasurer
197 Northwood Drive
North York, On. M2M 2K5

Der Ring für Kinder
Leipzig; 13 Mar.
Die Meistersinger
London; 7 Feb. - 10 Mar. NP
Helsinki; 13 Mar. - 18 Apr.
Mainz; 26 Apr. NP
Tristan und Isolde
Wien; 18 Jan.
Athens; 23 JAn. - 4 Feb. NP
Zurich; 25 Jan. - 7 Feb.
Toulouse; 28 Jan. - 11 Feb.
Nürnberg; 1 Feb. - 22 Mar.
Sofia; 26 Feb. - 11 Mar. NP
Barcelona; 18 Mar.
CP
Strasbourg; 18 Mar. - 2 Apr.
Stockholm; 24 Mar. - 2 Apr.
Bordeaux; 26 Mar. - 7 Apr.
Wels; 17 - 21 May
London; 7 Feb. - 10 Mar. NP
Helsinki; 13 Mar. - 18 Apr.
Mainz; 26 Apr. NP
Parsifal
Wuppertal; 13 Mar. - 18 Apr.
Frankfurt; 15 Mar. - 6 Apr.
Poznań; 20 - 22 Mar.
Wrocław; 25 Mar.
Berlin UDL; 28 Mar. - 18 Apr.
Karlsruhe; 29 Mar. - 24 May
Wien; 2 - 8 Apr.
Budapest; 3 - 6 Apr.
Chemnitz; 3 - 26 Apr.
Leipzig; 3 Apr. - 22 May
Mannheim; 3 Apr.

TWS 2014 - 2015

Chair:
Frances Henry:416-203 7555
franceshenry@sympatico.ca
NP
NP

Vice-chair
Barry Hood:

416-484 1493

barryjhood5@gmail.com

Secretary:
Edward Brain: 905-274 4951
wotanbrain@hotmail.com
NP

Treasurer:
Richard Horner:416-2262302
tristundisold@gmail.com

NP
NP

Members:
Jim Warrington416-932 9659
jwarrington@nabs.org

Jacky Finch 416-366 1995
jackyfinch@sympatico.ca

Thomas Burton 416-529 5883
thomas.burton@rogers.com
NP - New Production

Editor-Wagner News:
Richard Rosenman:
416-924 2483
rosenman@rogers.com
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ARABELLA; Anja Harteros, Arabella; Thomas Hampson, Mandryka

CAPRICCIO; Renée Fleming, Contessa
DAPHNE; Lance Ryan, Apollo; Marjorie Owens, Daphne

Richard Strauss Days in Dresden
November 2014.

Photos: Matthias Creutzinger

